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Abstract
We prove that every functor on the category Meas of measurable spaces built from the identity and con-
stant functors using products, coproducts, and the probability measure functor  has a ﬁnal coalgebra. Our
work builds on the construction of the universal Harsanyi type spaces by Heifetz and Samet and papers by
Rößiger and Jacobs on coalgebraic modal logic. We construct logical languages, probabilistic logics of tran-
sition systems, and interpret them on coalgebras. The ﬁnal coalgebra is carried by the set of descriptions of all
points in all coalgebras. For the category Set, we work with the functor D of discrete probability measures.
We prove that every functor on Set built from D and the expected functors has a ﬁnal coalgebra. The work
for Set differs from the work for Meas: negation is needed for ﬁnal coalgebras on Set but not for Meas.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One of the themes in coalgebra the last few years has been the search for solution principles going
beyond ﬁnality. The idea is that the ﬁnality principle, while interesting anduseful, has two limitations.
First of all, one has to know that ﬁnal coalgebras exist for various functors on various categories.
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This has been most thoroughly investigated in the case of sets; by now there are several sufﬁcient
conditions which imply the existence of ﬁnal coalgebras for most if not all of the functors of current
interest. And second, even granted the existence of ﬁnal coalgebras, one often wants to deﬁne and
study functions which are not literally coalgebra maps into the ﬁnal coalgebra. This concern shows
up inmany places, includingwork on functional programming using coalgebra and also coalgebraic
treatments of the classical area of recursive program schemes. Here one would like to see whether
coalgebra can apply to issues at the heart of the semantics of computation. The jury is still out
on whether this will turn out to be useful, but there is already a treatment of uninterpreted and
interpreted recursive program schemes that calls on a large body of work in coalgebraic recursion
theory. We shall have nothing to say about this in this paper. But we do have a contribution to
the ﬁrst matter we mentioned, the matter of solving equations in structured categories. Here there
is a parallel to what one does in domain theory when one looks for solutions to equations like
D = D→ D. One wants to solve interesting equations in categories such as topological spaces. We
are not concerned with this equation, but rather with “tamer” ones.
Our main theorem concerns the category Meas of measurable spaces. We show that every func-
tor on Meas which is built from the identity and constant functors using products, coproducts, and
the probability measure functor  that assigns to each measurable space the set of all probability
measures on it, with a measurable space structure. For example, we are interested in the solution of
equations like
X = M1 ×(M2 × X ). (1.1)
HereM1 andM2 are ﬁxed measurable spaces. The equal sign “=” in (1.1) may be read as “isomor-
phism” instead of literal equality. In general, such an equation has many solutions; for example the
empty space solves (1.1) trivially. But one is usually interested in the “largest” solution.
Here is how we formalize this. Consider an equation X = T(X ) as in (1.1). A coalgebra of T is a
pair (A, f) consisting of a measurable space A and a measurable map f : A→ TA. Notice that one
very special kind of coalgebra would be one where f were an isomorphism. If (A, f) and (B, g) are
coalgebras of T , then a coalgebra morphism from (A, f) to (B, g) is a measurable i : A→ B such that
g ◦ i = Ti ◦ f . (A, f) is ﬁnal if for every (B, g) there is exactly one coalgebra morphism from (B, g) to
(A, f). A well-known lemma of Lambek, valid not only for measurable spaces but in any category
whatsoever, states that if (A, f) is ﬁnal, then f must be an isomorphism (in the categorical sense,
hence for measurable spaces f will be a measurable bijection with measurable inverse). The point is
that a ﬁnal coalgebra for T , if it exists, will automatically be a solution to X∼=T(X ). And the ﬁnality
condition insures that ﬁnal coalgebras A for T are “universal” in the sense that every coalgebra, in
particular every space B isomorphic to TB would sit inside A in a unique way. So in this way, we
pursue ﬁnal coalgebras as a way to solve equations like (1.1) and at the same time obtain universal
objects.
Once again, our result is that for an important family of functors T , a ﬁnal coalgebra exists. This
ﬁnal coalgebra is the “biggest” possible coalgebra, and it is of interest because it contains a unique
copy (up to bisimulation) of every coalgebra.
The ﬁnality result is perhaps surprising, since one often assumes that is an analog of the power
set functor P on Set. P has no ﬁnal coalgebra on Set. (It does have one on the related category
of classes.) In any case, the methods for proving the ﬁnal coalgebra results on Meas and Set are
different. We indicate in Section 7 that one could use our methods on sets. The result here would
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not be new, but perhaps the proof will be of interest. The ﬁnal coalgebra result for Meas is not only
interesting in and of itself, it also permits application of the growing body of general results from
coalgebra.
There is an “ideological” aspect of our work that is worthmentioning as well. It is often remarked
that coalgebra is about observation rather than construction. One way to give this slogan some con-
tent is to show that ﬁnal coalgebras may be represented in terms of logics with an “observational”
ﬂavor. These are modal logics, or some generalization of them. One other theme of the work in
coalgebra in the past ﬁve or ten years has been proposals for, and studies of, versions of modal logic
for coalgebra. In this paper, we adapt the version of coalgebraic modal logic proposed by Rößiger
in his papers [1,2] and then developed further by Jacobs [3]. Indeed, we follow Jacobs’ work and
notation. But wemust adapt these fromSet toMeas, and so there are some differences. In any case,
we construct ﬁnal coalgebras from the theories (i.e., sets of formulas) satisﬁed by all the points in all
possible coalgebras. The main difﬁculty is to endow this collection with the appropriate structures.
For this, we had to ferret out some results from measure theory.
There is a predecessor to this kind of work. We have in mind the result of Kupke, Kurz, and
Venema [4] that every functor on the category of Stone spaces built from the identity, constant
functors, products and coproducts, and the Vietoris endofunctor has a ﬁnal coalgebra. Their proof
uses an algebraic construction and duality, in contrast to our more logic-based efforts. Of course it
would be interesting to have several proofs for these kinds of ﬁnality results.
Another motivation for our work is that special cases of our main result are already known. In
the literature on game theory and economics, there exists a long discussion of universal type spaces.
Type spaces were introduced in Harsanyi [5]. They are mathematical structures used in modeling
settings where agents are described by their types, and these types give us “beliefs about the world,”
“beliefs about each other’s beliefs about the world,” “beliefs about each other’s beliefs about each
other’s beliefs about the world,” etc. That is, the formal concept of a type space is intended to cap-
ture in one structure an unfolding inﬁnite hierarchy related to interactive belief. Harsanyi did not
really formalize type spaces in his original paper; this was left to later researchers starting with Böge
and Eisele [6]. The constructions of universal type spaces in that paper and most of the succeeding
literature worked on categories which combined measure-theoretic and topological structure. The
topological work is to some extent unfortunate, since it does not appear to be close to the original
motivations for type spaces. Heifetz and Samet’s paper [7] was the ﬁrst to avoid the topological
setting, and it seems to have been written explicitly for the purpose of getting away from the extra
topological assumptions that had been common in the area. (Incidentally, it will be interesting to
adapt and extend our work to the settings that contain both topological and measure-theoretic
notions.) We are inﬂuenced by this paper both because we stick to measurable spaces and also be-
cause we generalize their logical system to a wide class of functors on measurable spaces. The main
inﬂuence is that we retain the overall architecture of their ﬁrst proof of the existence of universal
type spaces. But type spaces per se are not exactly the coalgebras of any functor on measurable
spaces; there are side conditions that add complications.1
1 Harsanyi type spaces are close to coalgebras of (M × Id ) for a ﬁxedM . But type spaces are about several “players”
or agents, so they really are coalgebras of a related functor on a category MeasI for a ﬁxed set I . And then one imposes
some conditions on the functor related to the intuitions of self-knowledge by the players.We discuss coalgebraicmodeling
of Harsanyi type spaces in detail in our earlier paper [8].
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In addition to the application from theoretical economics, the matter of ﬁnal coalgebras for
functors on measurable spaces has been considered in the theoretical computer science literature;
cf. [9,10]. Our ﬁnal coalgebra theorem does not appear in these papers, and our methods also are
different. The papers [9,10] also explore related matters which we do not study, such as the interac-
tion with recursion, model checking, and the like. Again, these would be interesting extensions of
our work.
2. Preliminaries on measurable spaces
A boolean algebra of sets is a family of sets closed under complement and union. If the family
is in addition closed under countable unions, then it is a -algebra. A measurable space is a pair
M = (M ,), where M is a set and  is a -algebra of subsets of M . The sets in  are called mea-
surable sets or events. Usually  contains all singletons {x}. (For example, the Borel algebra in any
T0 topological space, the smallest -algebra containing the open sets, has this property.) Even more
usually, one expects a weaker condition that for each x ∈ M , {x} is the intersection of the measur-
able subsets ofM containing x. However, our work applies to all measurable spaces, including ones
which do not satisfy this condition. A collectionB of subsets ofM generates a -algebra if is the
smallest -algebra including B. A -system is a class A of subsets ofM closed under the formation
of ﬁnite intersections. Ameasure onM is a -additive function  : → [0,∞] such that (∅) = 0.
The measure  is a probability measure if (M) = 1.
A morphism of measurable spaces f : (M ,)→ (N ,′) is a function f : M → N such that
for each A ∈ ′, f−1(A) ∈ . This gives a category which is often called Meas. Meas has prod-
ucts and coproducts; indeed it has all limits (but we do not need this). There is an endofunctor
 : Meas → Meas deﬁned by: (M) is the set of probability measures on M with the -algebra
 generated by {p(E) | p ∈ [0, 1],E ∈ }, where
p(E) = { ∈ (M) | (E)  p}.
Here is how  acts on morphisms. If f : M → N is measurable, then for  ∈ (M) and A ∈ ′,
(f)()(A) = (f−1(A)). That is, (f)() =  ◦ f−1. To prove thatf is measurable we need the
following Lemma.
Lemma 2.1. For each p ∈ [0, 1], p may be regarded as a “predicate lifting.” That is p takes mea-
surable subsets of each space M to measurable subsets of (M), and it is natural in the sense that if
f : M → N , then for all measurable E ⊆ N ,p(f−1(E)) = (f)−1(p (E)).
Proof. Both sets are { ∈ M | (f−1(E))  p}. 
We also note some additional structure. First, there is a natural transformation  : Id →
deﬁned by M (m)(E) = 1 if m ∈ E and 0 if m /∈ E. We also write m instead of M (m); this is the
Dirac measure supported at m. Second, there is a natural transformation  : →  given by
M()(E) =
∫
∈(M) (E) d.
Lemma 2.2 (Giry [11]). (, , ) is a monad on Meas.
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We won’t really use this result, but we do need to know that  is a functor. For applications
in coalgebra one often prefers to work with functors which preserve weak pullbacks. However, it
turns out that  does not have this property (see [12]).
Lemma 2.3 (Heifetz and Samet [7], Viglizzo [13]). Let A be a -system of sets which generates the
-algebra  on a measurable space M. Then the family of sets
{p(E) | E ∈ A and p ∈ [0, 1]}
generates the -algebra .
Lemma 2.3 was ﬁrst proved in [7] in the case whenA is a boolean algebra of sets. The extension to
-systems is due to Viglizzo [13]; we need the stronger result so we can use Dynkin’s – Theorem,
as does the next result.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that 1 and 2 are probability measures on (A), where A is a -system and
(A) is the -algebra generated by A. If 1 and 2 agree on A, then they agree on (A).
For more details on Theorem 2.4, see, for example, Billingsley [14], p. 36.
2.1. The probability measure functor  does not preserve ωop limits
One standard approach for ﬁnding ﬁnal coalgebras for a functor T on some category goes via
the ﬁnal sequence of T . The ﬁnal sequence is given by
1 T 1
! T 21
T ! · · ·T 2! T n1T n−1! T n+11T
n! · · ·
Actually, the sequence might go on transﬁnitely, but let us assume for a moment that the ﬁrst ω
steps have a limit T ω1 with maps fn : T ω1→ T n1. We make the further critical assumption that T
preserves this limit. Then the universal property of the limit gives a map g : T ω → T ω+11 = T(T ω1),
and this equips T ω1 with the structure map of a ﬁnal coalgebra for T .
Onewould therefore like to use this idea in the case of functors onMeas such as. (As it happens,
for  itself, we have already that 1∼=1. So the ﬁnal sequence gives a ﬁnal coalgebra for a trivial
reason. But we shall be interested in more complicated functors such as [0, 1] ×X or [0, 1] +X .
We call the functors of interest the measure polynomial functors, see Section 3.) However, there is a
counterexample to the the critical assumption above.
Proposition 2.5. The functor  does not preserve ωop limits.
For details on this, see Viglizzo [13]. The explicit counterexample is based on work of Andersen
and Jessen [15] (see alsoHalmos [16]). The same negative result holds formore complicated functors,
though we shall not show this.
One can imagine several ways to use the ﬁnal sequence despite the result in Proposition 2.5. (1)
Perhaps each functor T of interest preserves the limit T ω1 of the ﬁrstω steps of its ﬁnal sequence. (We
only know that there are some ωop limits which are not preserved.) Our hunch is that for functors T
involving, T ω1 will not be preserved and hence will not be the carrier of a ﬁnal coalgebra. (2) The
ﬁnal sequence iterates into the transﬁnite in a canonical way. As James Worrell has shown in [17],
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for a ﬁnitary functor T on Set, T ω·21 is the carrier of a ﬁnal coalgebra. This accounts for the ﬁnal
coalgebras on Set that come up in practice, so it would be interesting to adapt his results in our
setting. But much of his work uses features of Set that are false of Meas. We have no results on the
ﬁnal sequences in Meas, but results in this direction would obviously be of independent interest. (3)
One might try to use the ﬁnal sequence in a more sophisticated way than simply taking its limit. We
discuss some work in this direction in Section 2.3 below. (4) The economics/game theory literature
goes in a different direction than all of this, by moving to a category deﬁned by some topological
condition on the spaces, and with functors which do preserve ωop limits. Concrete examples include
the category of Hausdorff topological spaces; here X is the set of all regular Borel measures on
X . Kolmogorov’s consistency theorem may be applied to get the preservation of the limits. This
is essentially how universal type spaces were obtained in several papers (see, for example [18,19]).
Since we want to prove the ﬁnal coalgebra result in full generality without restricting to a “nice”
class of measures, this is not our approach. (5) Using domain theory, van Bruegel et al. prove in
[20] the existence of a ﬁnal coalgebra for a related functor M that assigns to each measurable space
the space of all subprobabilitymeasures. Maybe this approach could be adapted to the functors we
deal with in this paper, but again, this is not the road we have taken.
2.2. The main idea in our construction
To get ﬁnal coalgebras, we adapt coalgebraic modal logic. The functors we are interested in will be
called measurable polynomial functors. They are the functors built from the identity functor Id and
the constant functors, and closed in the following ways: if U and V are measure polynomials, then
so are U + V , U × V , andU . We ﬁx such a functor T in this discussion. For T , we shall construct
a coalgebraic modal language L(T ). (Incidentally, L(T ) is simply a language with a syntax and
a semantics. In this paper we do not propose any logical system for validity.) L(T ) will be sorted.
(“Sorts” are usually called “types,” but we avoid this word due to the connectionwithHarsanyi type
spaces.) In this discussion, we use S for an arbitrary “ingredient” of T : a functor used in building T ,
or the identity Id . T will always be an ingredient of itself. The sorts are the ingredients of T , and we
write ϕ : S to say that ϕ is of sort S . It will turn out that the formulas of sort Id will not be trivial;
indeed, the syntax of L(T ) is constructed so that the formulas of sort T are subformulas of those
of sort Id . A formula ϕ : S may be interpreted in a T -coalgebra (X , c). Our semantics gives subsets
[[ϕ]]cS ⊆ SX ; these are the points of SX satisfying ϕ.
Turning things around, we can associate with each x ∈ SX its S-description dcS(x), this is the set
of ϕ : S satisﬁed by x. The leading idea in our work is to consider the set Id ∗ of Id -descriptions of
all points in all coalgebras (X , c), and more generally the set S∗ of all S-descriptions of all points in
all SX . We equip each S∗ with a -algebra obtained canonically from the “measurable” formulas in
the language, which are denoted as ϕ :: S . That is, for ϕ :: S , let |ϕ|S = {s ∈ S∗ | ϕ ∈ s}. The family
of sets of the form |ϕ| generates a -algebra, and in this way S∗ is a measurable space. Indeed, since
L(T ) has classical conjunction on all sorts, this family is a -system.
We also take a carefully constructed coalgebra structure c∗ : Id ∗ → T ∗. The unique map from a
coalgebra (X , c) to (Id ∗, c∗) turns out to be dc
Id
. This is a pleasing result because ﬁnal coalgebras are
thereby built from descriptions of points in coalgebras. In any case, to carry out the leading idea
one has to be careful in formulating the language L(T ). It turns out that there is a canonical map
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from Id ∗ to T ∗, and then c∗ is the composition of this map with a special map rT : T ∗ → T(Id ∗).
More generally, for each ingredient S we need a canonical map rS : S∗ → S(Id ∗). The measure-
theoretic work that we mentioned in Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 comes into a result which is
ultimately used in building rT and hence c∗. Speciﬁcally, we need for each ingredientS of T a map
) : (S)∗ → (S∗). And this means that we’ll need to deﬁne probability measures on spaces of the
form S∗. For this, it will be crucial to work with a set of generators of the space(S∗). Our overall
language L(T ) is “tuned” so that we have a -system of generators of the space (S∗): this will be
the family of sets of the form p |ϕ| for ϕ :: S . Now we can see a reason to include modal operators
corresponding to the p operations. On the other hand, negation is not needed in L(T ) due to the
fact that a probability measure is uniquely determined by its actions on a -system of generators.
2.3. Doing without the logic
After writing this paper, the second author pursued a different direction concerning ﬁnal coal-
gebras for endofunctors T on Meas. He has shown (see Viglizzo [12,13]) the existence of a ﬁnal
coalgebra for T in the following way. Consider T ω1. Each coalgebra maps canonically into each
object of the ﬁnal sequence of T , and so we may consider the set Z of all images of all points in
all coalgebras. It turns out that Z is the carrier of a ﬁnal coalgebra structure. Also, the approach
here is closer to the “ideological” point that ﬁnal coalgebras may be considered as the records of
all possible “observations,” where “observations” here is formalized in terms of some version of
modal logic.
3. Syntax and semantics
Deﬁnition 3.1. The class of measure polynomial functors is the smallest class of functors on Meas
containing the identity functor Id , the constant functorM for each measurable spaceM and closed
in the following ways: if U and V are measure polynomials, then so are U + V , U × V , and U .
(In effect, we are specifying a syntax for the functors of interest.)
For a measure polynomial functor T , we deﬁne a ﬁnite set Ing(T ) of functors by the follow-
ing recursion: For the identity functor, Ing(Id ) = {Id }; for a constant space M , Ing(M) = {M , Id },
Ing(U × V ) = {U × V } ∪ Ing(U) ∪ Ing(V ), and similarly for U + V ; Ing(S) = {S} ∪ Ing(S). We
call Ing(T ) the set of ingredients of T . Our deﬁnition ensures that the identity is always an ingredient
of T , even if T is a constant functor. Each measure polynomial functor T has only ﬁnitely many
ingredients.
Example 3.2. Let [0, 1] be the unit interval of the reals, endowed with the usual Borel -algebra, and
T = [0, 1] × (Id +Id ). Then
Ing(T ) = {Id , [0, 1],Id ,Id +Id , [0, 1] × (Id +Id )}.
Of course, [0, 1] here is the constant functor on Meas whose value is the space [0, 1]. Also, notice
that we take the ingredients to be a set; there is no need to have two copies ofId to match the two
occurrences of this functor inside the syntactic expression for T . To see how some of our notation
works, let U = Id and let V = Id +Id . Then we have V = U + U and T = [0, 1] × V .
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Fig. 1. The syntax of L(T ). The notation ϕ :: S in the pϕ formation rule means that for every constant functor
M ∈ Ing(T ), every subformula of ϕ of sort M is a measurable set.
Syntax.We deﬁne a language L(T ) in Fig. 1. L(T ) is sorted, and there is a sort for each ingredient
S of T . We write ϕ : S to say that ϕ is a formula of sort S .
We say that a formula is of constant sort if its sort is a constant functorM . The formulas of L(T )
of sortM are the measurable sets inM together with the singletons (i.e., one element subsets) ofM .
We shall use A to denote either a measurable subset or a singleton. The reason we add the singletons
is that we shall want different elements of M to differ on some sentence. This feature of L(T ) will
be used in Lemma 5.1. (Of course, in most spaces the singletons are measurable. In such spaces,
some of our deﬁnitions simplify.) We further write ϕ :: S to mean that all of the subformulas of ϕ
of constant sort are measurable sets. (So if all constant spaces in Ing(T ) have the property that all
singletons are measurable, then ϕ : S implies ϕ :: S .)
It is important to note that in formulas pϕ : S , we must have ϕ :: S . Otherwise, as we shall see
below, the semantics would not be well-deﬁned. Also, in our syntax, p may be any real number in
the unit interval [0, 1].
The main reason for the formulas trueS is to insure that the language is not empty. For example,
if T = (M × Id ) and we did not have trueId, then L(T ) would be empty. It would be sufﬁcient to
only take as primitive trueId, trueM and trueU+V for the coproduct spaces; then the other trueS are
deﬁnable from them: trueU×V = 〈trueU , trueV 〉, trueS = 1trueS . We have chosen to have trueS
as a primitive for all S; the other choice would have worked as well.
It should be noted thatL(T ) includes neither disjunctionnor negation. This is because byomitting
those connectives we obtain a stronger result. That is, the weaker the logic that does a certain job,
the stronger the result. Having said this, there is no problem at all in adding standard connectives
to our languages. For many purposes, one would indeed want to do this. But for this paper, there
is no reason to go beyond conjunction.
Example 3.3. Let T be as in Example 3.2. Recall that our ingredients were Id , [0, 1], U = Id ,
V = U + U , and T = [0, 1] × V . Here are some examples of formulas inL(T ), alongwith their sorts:
trueId : Id ; {1} : [0, 1], and indeed {1} :: [0, 1]; 1trueId : U ; inl1trueId : V ; ϕ1 = 〈{1}, inr 1trueId〉 : T ;
ϕ1 ∧ trueT : T ; [next]ϕ1 : Id ; and 1/2[next]ϕ1 : U .
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Fig. 2. The semantics of L(T ).
Semantics. Let c : X → TX be a coalgebra of T . The semantics assigns to each S ∈ Ing(T ) and each
ϕ : S a subset [[ϕ]]cS ⊆ SX . The deﬁnition is by recursion on the language L(T ). It is given in Fig. 2.
We check easily that if ϕ :: S , then [[ϕ]]cS is a measurable subset of SX . (Please note that we need
the restriction on subformulas of constant sort for this observation.) So p [[ϕ]] makes sense. This
leads to an inductive proof that our semantics is well-deﬁned. While on the topic of the p [[ϕ]]
formulas, note that
([[ϕ]]cS) = max{p :  ∈ [[pϕ]]cS}. (3.1)
To understand this, recall that the probability measure  assigns some real number, say q, to the
measurable set [[ϕ]]cS . For each p  q, we have([[ϕ]]cS)  p ; for p > q, we do not have([[ϕ]]cS)  p .
Now to say that ([[ϕ]]cS)  p is the same as to say  ∈ [[pϕ]]cS . So overall, our q is the largest p
such that  ∈ [[pϕ]]cS .
As the reader has noticed, we dropped the superscripts on the pairing and inclusion operators.
We shall continue this practice, since those subscripts are usually clear from the context. We also
will occasionally omit the superscript c and the sort subscript when dealing with the semantics of a
formula ϕ : S on a particular coalgebra c : X → TX .
Example 3.4. We continue developing Examples 3.2 and 3.3. Let X = {x, y , z} with the -algebra
generated by the singletons (so all subsets are measurable). Then TX = [0, 1] × (X +X ). Since
X is so small, we may denote measures on it by triples (q1, q2, q3) of non-negative reals which sum
to 1. For example (1/2, 1/4, 1/4) represents a measure in X having the indicated values on x, y , z,
respectively. Let c : X → TX be
c(x) = 〈1, inr(1/3, 1/3, 1/3)〉
c(y) = 〈1/2, inl(1/2, 1/4, 1/4)〉
c(z) = 〈0, inr(0, 0, 1)〉
We give the semantics of the formulas mentioned in Example 3.3.
[[trueId]]cId = X
[[{1}]]c[0,1] = {1}
[[1trueId]]cU = X
[[ϕ1]]cT = {1} × inr(X )= [[ϕ1 ∧ trueT ]]cT[[[next]ϕ1]]cId = c−1([[ϕ1]]cT )
= {x}
[[1/2[next]ϕ1]]cU = {(q1, q2, q3) ∈ (X )|q1  1/2}
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Example 3.5. We consider the case of the measure polynomial functor Id itself. In this case,
Ing(Id ) = {Id , Id }. Let IR be the reals with the Lebesgue measure . Let c : IR→ (IR) be
c(a)(E) = 1√
2
∫
E
e−
(x−a)2
2 d .
This integral comes from the normal distribution with  = 1 and  = a. We omit the veriﬁcation
that c is ameasurable function on IR. One can check that for all ϕ : Id , [[ϕ]]c
Id
= IR, and for all ϕ : Id ,
[[ϕ]]c
Id
= IR. (The situation is analogous to modal logic without atomic propositions on a model
where every world has a successor; all worlds are bisimilar and hence have the same modal theory.)
Example 3.6. Things are more complicated with T ′ = ([0, 1] + Id ). We have
Ing(T ′) = {Id , [0, 1], [0, 1] + Id , T ′}.
Let’s consider a T ′-coalgebra, with the same carrier X = {x, y , z} from Example 3.4 and with
c(x)(E) = ∫E∩inl[0,1] 2t d(T ), c(y)(E) = (E) = ∫E∩inl[0,1] d for all measurable subsets E of [0, 1] +
X , and c(z) = /2+ x/4+ y/8+ z/8.
In this example, c(x) belongs to [[3/4inl[1/2, 1]]], but c(y) does not.
4. The spaces S∗
At this point, we have the syntax and semantics ofL(T ). We now turn to the study of “canonical”
spaces which turn out to include the carrier of the ﬁnal coalgebra.
4.1. The description operations dcS
Lemma 4.1. Coalgebra morphisms preserve the semantics. That is, if f : b→ c is a morphism of
coalgebras b : X → TX and c : Y → TY , and if ϕ : S, then (Sf)−1([[ϕ]]cS) = [[ϕ]]bS .
Proof.By inductiononL(T ).Thebase casesof formulas trueS andA : M are trivial: (Sf)−1([[trueS ]]cS)= (Sf)−1(SY) = SX = [[trueS ]]bS , and (Mf)−1([[A]]cS) = (Mf)−1(A) = A = [[A]]bS . Since inverse images
preserve intersections, it’s also easy to prove the result for conjunctions. We check this for formulas
pϕ and [next]ϕ assuming the result for ϕ.We calculate:
(Sf)−1([[pϕ]]cS) = (Sf)−1(p [[ϕ]]cS)= p((Sf)−1([[ϕ]]cS))= p [[ϕ]]bS
= [[pϕ]]bS
We used Lemma 2.1. For [next]ϕ : Id we have
f−1([[[next]ϕ]]c
Id
) = f−1(c−1([[ϕ]]cT ))
= b−1((Tf)−1([[ϕ]]cT ))= b−1([[ϕ]]bT )
= [[[next]ϕ]]b
Id
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Here we used the fact that f is a coalgebra morphism: c ◦ f = Tf ◦ b. The remaining induction
steps are similar, indeed easier. 
Deﬁnition 4.2. For each coalgebra c : X → TX and each x ∈ SX , we deﬁne
dcS(x) = {ϕ : S | x ∈ [[ϕ]]cS}.
We call each such set dcS(x) a satisﬁed theory.
Deﬁnition 4.3.We next deﬁne the canonical sets S∗ for S ∈ Ing(T ) by
S∗ = {dcS(x) | x ∈ SX for some coalgebra c : X → TX }. (4.1)
Note that even though there is a proper class of coalgebras for T , each S∗ really is a set; indeed it
has cardinality at most 2c , where c = 2ℵ0 is the cardinality of the continuum, and  is the maximum
of the cardinalities of the sets of points or measurable subsets of the constant functors in Ing(T ).
We will use the letter s for elements of S∗.
Deﬁnition 4.4. For ϕ : S , we deﬁne
|ϕ|S = {s ∈ S∗ | ϕ ∈ s}. (4.2)
Then we have immediately that ϕ ∈ dcS(x) iff dcS(x) ∈ |ϕ|S . We equip S∗ with the -algebra gener-
ated by the family of sets |ϕ|S for ϕ :: S . In this way, we deﬁne a measurable space S∗. Furthermore,
notice that |ϕ| ∩ | | = |ϕ ∧  |. So the family of generators is a -system.
If we know the sort of ϕ is S , we sometimes drop the subscript and write |ϕ| for |ϕ|S . So |ϕ| is the
set of all theories of all points which satisfy ϕ.
Lemma 4.5. If f : X → Y is a morphism of coalgebras b : X → TX and c : Y → TY , then for every
S ∈ Ing(T ), dcS ◦ Sf = dbS for every S ∈ Ing(T ). That is, coalgebra morphisms preserve description
maps.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 4.6. For all c : X → TX , all S ∈ Ing(T ) :
(1) For all ϕ : S , [[ϕ]]cS = (dcS)−1(|ϕ|).
(2) dcS : SX → S∗ is measurable.
Proof. The ﬁrst point follows immediately from our deﬁnitions. For the second, recall that the
-algebra on S∗ is the one generated by the sets |ϕ| for ϕ :: S . And for each such ϕ, its inverse image
under dcS is the set [[ϕ]]cS . This is a measurable subset of SX . 
Example 4.7. We continue the development of Examples 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. We take a look at the
descriptions of the points in the coalgebra c from Example 3.4 by indicating a few representative
formulas. dc
Id
(x) contains trueId, [next]ϕ1 (see Example 3.4), and also [next]〈A, inr p trueId 〉for all A
measurable subsets of [0, 1] containing 1 and all p ∈ [0, 1].
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We present a table below with some sample theories (on the left) and some elements of those
theories (on the right).
dc
Id
(y), dc
Id
(z) trueId
dc[0,1](1) All measurable A ⊆ [0, 1]
containing 1
dcU ((q1, q2, q3)) 
p (trueId) for all p ∈ [0, 1]
dcV (inr(1/3, 1/3, 1/3)) inr 1(trueId)
dcV (inl(1/2, 1/4, 1/4)) inl1(trueId)
dcV (inr(0, 0, 1)) inr 1(trueId)
dcT (〈1, inr(1/3, 1/3, 1/3)〉) 〈{1}, inr 1(trueId)〉 = ϕ1
〈(1/2, 1], inr 1(trueId)〉 = ϕ2
dcT (〈1/2, inl(1/2, 1/4, 1/4)〉) 〈(1/3, 2/3), inl1(trueId)〉 =  1
〈[1/2, 1), inl1(trueId)〉 =  2
dcT (〈0, inr(0, 0, 1)〉) 〈[0, 1], inr 1(trueId)〉 = 51
〈[0, 1/100), inr 1(trueId)〉 = 52
Using the formulas above we also get:
dc
Id
(x) [next]ϕ1, [next](ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2), [next]51
dc
Id
(y) [next] 1 ∧ [next] 2
dc
Id
(z) [next]51, [next]52
dcU ((1/3, 1/3, 1/3)) 
1/3[next](ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) = ϕ3
1/3[next]( 1 ∧  2) = ϕ4
dcU ((1/2, 1/4, 1/4)) 
1/2[next]ϕ1 =  3
dcU ((0, 0, 1)) 
0[next]ϕ1 ∧ 1[next]51 = 53
dcT (〈1, inr(1/3, 1/3, 1/3)〉) 〈{1}, inr ϕ3〉, 〈(3/5, 1], inr ϕ4〉
dcT (〈1/2, inl(1/2, 1/4, 1/4)〉) 〈(1/4, 3/4], inl 3〉
dcT (〈0, inr(0, 0, 1)〉) 〈[0, 4/5), inr 53〉
Example 4.8. Following up on Example 3.6, here are some formulas from some of the descriptions:
dcT (c(x)) 
3/4inl[1/2, 1] = ϕ′1, 1/4inl[0, 1/2) = ϕ′2, 0inr trueId
dcT (c(y)) 
1/2inl[1/2, 1] =  ′1, 1/2inl[0, 1/2) =  ′2, 0inr trueId
dcT (c(z)) 
1/2inl[0, 1] ∧ 1/2inr trueId = 5′1
dc
Id
(x) [next]ϕ′1 ∧ [next]ϕ′2
dc
Id
(y) [next] ′1
dc
Id
(z) [next]5′1
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4.2. Maps between canonical spaces
In the next lemmas, we build some measurable space mappings between spaces of the form S∗.
The maps have additional properties stated in terms of the sets |ϕ| which generate the -algebra
structures. Most of the work in this section is very general (and straightforward). The only signiﬁ-
cant result is Lemma 4.11; that is where we use the measure theoretic results mentioned in Lemma
2.3 and Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 4.9. Let U × V ∈ Ing(T ). There is a measurable map 〈1,2〉 : (U × V )∗ → U ∗ × V ∗ such
that
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , 〈1,2〉 ◦ dcU×V = dcU × dcV :
(4.3)
(2) For ϕ : U and  : V , 〈1,2〉−1(|ϕ| × | |) = |〈ϕ, 〉|.
Proof. First we deﬁne 1 : (U × V )∗ → U ∗ by
1(s) = {ϕ : U | 〈ϕ, trueV 〉 ∈ s}.
2 : (U × V )∗ → V ∗ is deﬁned similarly. Then the map we want is the pair 〈1,2〉.
We check that indeed1(s) ∈ U ∗. Let s ∈ (U × V )∗. Then there areX , c and x ∈ (U × V )(X ) such
that s = dcU×V (x). Then x = 〈u, v〉 ∈ (U × V )X . We claim that 1(s) = dcU (u). Indeed, for all ϕ : U ,
ϕ ∈ 1(s) iff 〈ϕ, true〉 ∈ s = dcU×V (〈u, v〉) iff 〈u, v〉 ∈ [[〈ϕ, trueV 〉]] iff u ∈ [[ϕ]] iff ϕ ∈ dcU (u). Similarly,
2(s) ∈ V ∗.
Let s ∈ (U × V )∗. Let ϕ : U and  : V . We have the following equivalences:
s ∈ |〈ϕ, 〉|U×V
iff 〈ϕ, 〉 ∈ s by (4.2)
iff 〈ϕ, trueV 〉, 〈trueU , 〉 ∈ s
iff ϕ ∈ 1(s) &  ∈ 2(s)
iff 1(s) ∈ |ϕ|U & 2(s) ∈ | |V by (4.2)
iff 〈1,2〉(s) ∈ |ϕ|U × | |V .
This completes the veriﬁcation of part 2 . To see that 〈1,2〉 is measurable, recall that one set of
generators of the -algebra on U ∗ × V ∗ is the family of sets |ϕ| × | |, where ϕ :: U and  :: V . The
inverse image of this set is the measurable set |〈ϕ, 〉|. 
Lemma 4.10. Let U + V ∈ Ing(T ). There is a measurable map 8 : (U + V )∗ → U ∗ + V ∗ such that
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(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , 8 ◦ dcU+V = dcU + dcV :
(2) For ϕ : U , 8−1(inlU ∗+V ∗(|ϕ|)) = |inlϕ|; and similarly for formulas of sort V .
Proof.We deﬁne 8 by
8(s) =
{
inlU ∗+V ∗({ϕ : U | inlϕ ∈ s}), if inl trueU ∈ s
inrU ∗+V ∗({ϕ : V | inr ϕ ∈ s}), if inr trueV ∈ s (4.4)
Let s ∈ (U + V )∗. Let c : X → TX be a coalgebra and let x ∈ (U + V )(X ) be such that s =
dcU+V (x). Then x is either inl u for some u ∈ U(X ), or inr v for some v ∈ V(X ); and both alternatives
cannot simultaneously hold. In the ﬁrst case, s contains inl trueU , and also the set {ϕ : U | inlϕ ∈ s}
is dcU (u) ∈ U ∗. This is easy to verify: inlϕ ∈ s = dcU+V (inl u) iff inl u ∈ [[inlϕ]] = inl [[ϕ]] iff u ∈ [[ϕ]].
In the second case, s contains inr trueV , and also {ϕ : V | inr ϕ ∈ s} = dcV (v). This checks that indeed
8 maps to U ∗ + V ∗.
In the notation from above, note that if x = inl u, then (8 ◦ dcU+V ◦ inl)(u) = (8 ◦ dcU+V )(x) =
inl dcU (u). The same is true for inr, and this leads easily to part 1 of this lemma. The measurability of
8 comes from the second statement in our lemma. Here is the veriﬁcation: Let s ∈ (U + V )∗. Then
s ∈ |inlϕ| iff inl trueU ∈ s and inlϕ ∈ s
iff inl trueU ∈ s and ϕ ∈ { : U | inl ∈ s}
iff inl trueU ∈ s and { : U | inl ∈ s} ∈ |ϕ|
iff 8(s) ∈ inlU ∗+V ∗(|ϕ|). 
Lemma 4.11. Let S ∈ Ing(T ). There is a measurable map ) : (S)∗ → (S∗) such that
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , ) ◦ dcS = dcS :
(2) For ϕ :: S , )−1(p (|ϕ|)) = |p ϕ|.
Proof. We must go from descriptions of measures to measures on descriptions. Let s ∈ (S)∗. Then
s is the set of formulas of sort S satisﬁed by some element of some space (S)X . Recall that the
formulas of sort S are those of the form pϕ for ϕ :: S together with trueS and conjunctions of
these.
To deﬁne )(s), let c : X → TX be a coalgebra, and let  ∈ S(X ) be such that s = dcS(). Let
)(s) = (dcS). (4.5)
Then )(s) depends on c, X , and, but nomatter which are chosen, we have a probability measure
on S∗. We must check that )(s) is indeed independent of the choices of c, X , and , and also that )
so deﬁned is measurable. However, for each ϕ :: S , we have
((dcS))(|ϕ|) = ((dcS)−1(|ϕ|)) by the deﬁnition of = ([[ϕ]]cS) by Lemma 4.6= max{p |  ∈ [[pϕ]]cS} by equation (3.1)= max{p | pϕ ∈ s}
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The calculation above shows that the number )(s)(|ϕ|) is independent of the choices of c,X , and:
none of them appear in the expression max{p : pϕ ∈ s}. We still need to know that the probability
measure )(s) is independent of these choices; so far, we have only done that for sets of the form |ϕ|.
However, the family sets of the form |ϕ| is a -system of generators of the -algebra on S∗, and
by Theorem 2.4, there is at most one extension of any function deﬁned on our family {|ϕ| | ϕ :: S}
to a probability measure on S∗. This means that )(s) deﬁned in (4.5) is indeed independent of our
choices of c, X , and .
The independence tells us that for all c, X , and , )(dcS()) = (dcS). This for all  shows that
) ◦ dcS = dcS , and we have part 1. For part 2 and hence for the measurability of ), let pϕ :: S .
Then ϕ :: S , and
)−1(p |ϕ|) = {s ∈ (S)∗|)(s) ∈ p(|ϕ|)}
= {s ∈ (S)∗|)(s)(|ϕ|)  p}
= {s ∈ (S)∗|pϕ ∈ s} (*)
= |pϕ|.
Concerning the equivalenceat the linemarked (*),we recall theargument fromabove: if )(s)(|ϕ|) 
p , then s contains qϕ for some q  p , namely for q = )(s)(|ϕ|). But then s must also contain pϕ,
since all theories of all points have this monotonicity property. And conversely, if pϕ ∈ s, then the
largest q such that qϕ ∈ s is at least p .
By Lemma 2.3, the sets of the form p |ϕ| generate the -algebra on (S∗). So the equation
)−1(p |ϕ|) = |pϕ| proves the measurability of ). 
Lemma 4.12. There is a measurable map [next]−1 : Id ∗ → T ∗ such that
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , the diagram below commutes:
(4.6)
(2) For ϕ : T , the inverse image of |ϕ|T under [next]−1 is |[next]ϕ|Id .
Proof. It should be noted that despite our notation, [next]−1 is not deﬁned to be the inverse of a
function “[next].” We directly deﬁne [next]−1 : Id ∗ → T ∗ by
[next]−1(s) = {ϕ : T | [next]ϕ ∈ s}. (4.7)
We check that this deﬁnition is proper and at the same time check part 1. Let c : X → TX and x ∈ X
be such that s = dc
Id
(x). Then c(x) ∈ TX .
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[next]−1(dc
Id
(x)) = [next]−1({ϕ : Id | x ∈ [[ϕ]]Id})
= { : T | [next] ∈ {ϕ : Id | x ∈ [[ϕ]]Id }}
= { : T | x ∈ [[[next] ]]Id }
= { : T | c(x) ∈ [[ ]]T }
= dcT (c(x)).
At this pointwehave veriﬁedpart 1.Here is the veriﬁcationof part 2:For s ∈ Id ∗, s ∈ |[next]ϕ|Id iff
[next]ϕ ∈ s iff ϕ ∈ [next]−1(s) iff [next]−1(s) ∈ |ϕ|T . This also leads to the measurability of [next]−1;
recall that if ϕ :: T , then also [next]ϕ :: Id .
This completes the proof. 
5. The spaces S(Id∗)
The ﬁnal coalgebra theorem that we prove below builds a map c∗ : Id ∗ → T(Id ∗). So for this
reason, we need to study the spaces S(Id ∗). The reader should not confuse these with the spaces S∗
which we have already seen. These will re-appear shortly below.
At this point, we need to have a handle on the sets associated with formulas on the spaces S(Id ∗).
We do this by deﬁning for each ϕ : S a subset ϕ̂ ⊆ S(Id ∗).
For ϕ : Id , ϕ̂ = |ϕ|Id. For A : M , Â = A. For 〈ϕ, 〉 : U × V , ̂〈ϕ, 〉 = ϕ̂ ×  ̂. For ϕ : U , înlϕ =
inl(̂ϕ); and ̂inr ϕ = inr(̂ϕ). For ϕ :: S , ̂pϕ = p ϕ̂. And for all S , ̂trueS = S(Id ∗), and ̂ϕ ∧  = ϕ̂ ∩  ̂.
Lemma 5.1. There is a family of measurable maps rS : S∗ → S(Id ∗) indexed by the ingredients of T
such that the following hold:
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , the diagram below commutes:
(5.1)
(2) For all ϕ : S, r−1S (̂ϕ) = |ϕ|.
Proof. The maps rS : S∗ → S(Id ∗) are deﬁned by recursion on Ing(T ).
For S = Id , we take rS to be the identity on Id ∗. Both parts of this lemma are immediate. It is
easy to check part 2 by induction for conjunctions on all sorts. So we shall omit all reference to
conjunction in the rest of this proof.
The constant functorsM .We ﬁrst note that each elementm ∈ M ∗ is a theory of some point inM . It is
here that we use the fact that our language contains the singletons {x}. Hence for each suchm ∈ M ∗,
there is a unique x ∈ M such that m = dcM (x), where c is an arbitrary coalgebra. We therefore get
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a bijection of M ∗ with M = M(Id ∗). We take rM : M ∗ → M to be this bijection. Note that when
m = dcM (x), we have for all A : M that x ∈ A = Aˆ iff A ∈ m. This leads quickly to part 2 of this lemma.
Probability measures.We deﬁne rS as rS ◦ ).
(5.2)
The triangle on the left commutes by Lemma 4.11, and the one on the top by the induction
hypothesis. Hence the outside of the diagram commutes, and we have part 1. For part 2:
r−1S(̂pϕ) = )−1(rS)−1p (̂ϕ)= )−1p(rS)−1(̂ϕ) by Lemma 2.1
= )−1p(|ϕ|) by induction hypothesis
= |pϕ| by Lemma 4.11
Products. The argument here is almost the same. Given rU and rV with the desired properties, we
deﬁne rU×V to be (rU × rV ) ◦ 〈1,2〉. One veriﬁes part 1 with a ﬁgure that is almost the same as
that in (5.2) above. (The changes in the objects are that S is now U × V , and (S∗) is U ∗ × V ∗;
for the maps, the main change is that ) is now 〈1,2〉.)
For part 2:
r−1U×V ( ̂〈ϕ, 〉) = 〈1,2〉−1((rU × rV )−1(̂ϕ ×  ̂))
= 〈1,2〉−1(|ϕ| × | |) by induction hypothesis
= |〈ϕ, 〉| by Lemma 4.9
Coproducts. We take rU+V to be (rU + rV ) ◦ 8. We use the diagram from (5.2), replacing U × V
withU + V , and Lemma 4.11 with Lemma 4.10. The veriﬁcation in part 2 is again basically the same
as what we have seen. 
6. The ﬁnal coalgebra for T
We now deﬁne the analog of the canonical model for our modal language L(T ). Let c∗ : Id ∗ →
T(Id ∗) be
rT ◦ [next]−1 : Id ∗ → T ∗ → T(Id ∗) (6.1)
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We shall show that c∗ is a ﬁnal T -coalgebra. But ﬁrst, here is a result inspired by the “Truth
Lemma” of modal logic.
Lemma 6.1 (Truth Lemma). For all ϕ : S , [[ϕ]]c∗S = ϕ̂.
Proof. By induction on ϕ. The ﬁrst base case of trueS uses [[true]]c∗S = S(Id ∗) = t̂rue.
The other base case is for A : M , where M is a constant functor in Ing(T ). In this case, [[A]]c∗S =
A = Â.
The inductive steps for all of the constructors besides [next] are easy. For example, the inductive
step for pϕ : S is:
[[pϕ]]c∗S = p [[ϕ]]c
∗
S = p ϕ̂ = ̂pϕ.
So the crucial point comes with the inductive step for [next]ϕ. In the following calculation, we
use f as a notation for [next]−1 from Lemma 4.12.
We have
[[[next]ϕ]]c∗
Id
= (c∗)−1([[ϕ]]c∗T )
= (c∗)−1(̂ϕ) by induction hypothesis
= f−1(r−1T (̂ϕ)) by the deﬁnition of c∗ in (6.1)= f−1(|ϕ|T ) by Lemma 5.1
= |[next]ϕ|Id by Lemma 4.12
= ̂[next]ϕ
In the last line we used the fact that [next]ϕ is of sort Id ; see the opening of Section 5. 
Lemma 6.2. dc
∗
Id
= Id Id ∗ .
Proof. If ϕ : Id , then by the Truth Lemma, [[ϕ]]c∗
Id
= ϕ̂ = |ϕ|. So for s ∈ Id ∗,
dc
∗
Id
(s) = {ϕ : Id | s ∈ [[ϕ]]c∗
Id
} = {ϕ : Id | s ∈ |ϕ|} = s. 
Lemma 6.3. For each coalgebra c : X → TX , dc
Id
is a morphism of coalgebras.
Proof. Consider
X
c 
dc
Id

TX
dcT

Tdc
Id




Id ∗ [next]−1
 T ∗ rT
 T(Id ∗)
The square is Lemma 4.12, and the triangle is a special case of equation (5.1) in Lemma 5.1. 
Theorem 6.4. c∗ : Id ∗ → T(Id ∗) is a ﬁnal coalgebra of T.
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Proof. Let c : X → TX be a T -coalgebra. By Lemma 6.3, dc
Id
is a coalgebra morphism. For the
uniqueness, suppose that f is any morphism. Since f preserves descriptions, dc
∗
Id
◦ f = dc
Id
. But by
Lemma 6.2, dc
∗
Id
= Id Id ∗ . So f = dc
∗
Id
◦ f = dc
Id
, just as desired. 
We conclude with an important corollary of our development. We know of no direct proof of
Corollary 6.5 below.
Corollary 6.5. For each S ∈ Ing(T ), the map rS : S∗ → S(Id ∗) is surjective.
Proof. Consider the coalgebra c∗ : Id ∗ → T(Id ∗). By Lemma 5.1, rS ◦ dc∗S = Sdc
∗
Id
. And by Lemma
6.2, dc
∗
Id
= Id Id ∗ . Thus rS ◦ dc
∗
S = SId Id ∗ = Id S(Id ∗). And this means that rS is surjective. 
7. Variation: probabilistic Kripke polynomial functors on Set
In this section, we are interested in the category Set of sets rather than Meas. The ﬁrst thing
is to adapt the probability measure functor to Set. The most straightforward way to do this is to
consider the discrete probability measure functor D. A discrete probability measure on a set A is a
function  : A→ [0, 1] such that
(1)  has ﬁnite support: {a ∈ A |(a) > 0} is ﬁnite.
(2)
∑
a∈A (a) = 1.
D(A) is the set of discrete probability measures on A. We make D into a functor by setting, for
f : A→ B, Df()(b) = (f−1(b)); this is∑{(a) : f(a) = b}. (As usual, we extend discrete prob-
ability measures from functions on A to functions on P(A) by summing, and we don’t distinguish
the original measure from its extension in our notation.)
Rößiger and then Jacobs considered the Kripke polynomial functors (KPF’s) on Set. These are
the functors onSet built from the identity functor, the ﬁnite power set functor, product and coprod-
uct, ﬁxed (ﬁnite or inﬁnite) sets, and functions from a ﬁxed set. The last of these works as follows:
for each set E we have a functor (·)E . For each set a, aE is the set of functions from E to a. And
if f : a→ b, then f E : aE → bE is given by f E(g) = f ◦ g. Adding the function space construct
means that if S is a KPF and E is a set, then SE is a KPF. We add to the constructs of the KPF’s the
discrete probability measure functorD, and call the resulting class of functors Probabilistic Kripke
Polynomial Functors (PKPFs). So if T is a PKPF, so is DT . In this section, we check that the same
general method of the foregoing part of our paper (with a few changes) also gives representations
for ﬁnal coalgebras for PKPFs.
To avoid double subscripts or confusion with our notation P for the power set functor, we shall
use Q for the ﬁnite power set functor on Set. Being a functor, we shall apply Q to functions as well
as sets, writing, e.g., Qr(X ) for the image r[X ] of the ﬁnite set X under r.
It is well-known in the coalgebra literature that all KPFs have ﬁnal coalgebras. Most of the
proofs extend to the class of PKPFs as well. One can prove this by checking that all such func-
tors are bounded and then using the much more general fact that bounded functors on Set have
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ﬁnal coalgebras (more generally, one may use the theory of accessible functors). Another way to
get the result is to use Aczel’s Special Final Coalgebra Theorem from his book [21], or one of the
descendants of this result. Alternatively, one can use a logical approach, as done in papers such as
[3,22,1,2]. This is the approach that we take. However, our work is a bit different than in the cited
works since our ﬁnal coalgebra is based on the satisﬁed theories rather than the maximal consistent
ones in some logical system. This means that our result is actually weaker, since we do not obtain a
completeness result. On the other hand, we believe that it is is easier to get the ﬁnal coalgebra this
way. And the general method works even in the absence of a logic, as we have seen in the work on
measurable spaces.
Operations on sets. Let T be a PKPF. The syntax and semantics of L(T ) are based on operations
on sets associated to the functors SE , Q, and D. An operation on sets is a set-indexed family of
maps. For example, as we shall see shortly, each e ∈ E gives an operation (e). This technically is a
family of maps (e)a : P(a)→ P(aE). Our plan is to isolate a general naturality condition on such
operations in Lemma 7.1. Then we take each of our operations as a syntactic symbol in L(T ). The
semantics of L(T ) is strongly based on the particular operations we deﬁne below. The properties
of them in Lemma 7.1 turn out to abstract the basic properties of the semantics. The more subtle
properties, the ones which are the keys to the ﬁnality result, are explored in Section 7.2 below.
We next turn to the operations themselves. Let w ⊆ a.
For the function set functor SE , each e ∈ E gives an operation (e) deﬁned by
(e)a(w) = {; ∈ aE | ;(e) ∈ w}.
For the ﬁnite power set functor Q, we have the operation  given by
a(w) = Q(w) = {y | y is ﬁnite and y ⊆ w}.
(So the subscripts here do not do anywork; we shall drop them shortly.) For the discrete probability
functor D, each p ∈ [0, 1] gives an operation p by

p
a (w) = { ∈ D(a) |(w)  p}.
Lemma 7.1. For all g : a→ b, w ⊆ b, e ∈ E, and p ∈ [0, 1],
(1) (e)a(g−1(w)) = (gE)−1((e)b(w)).
(2)a(g−1(w)) = (Qg)−1bw.
(3) pa (g−1(w)) = (Dg)−1pbw.
Proof.
(1) (e)a(g−1(w)) = {; ∈ aE | ;(e) ∈ g−1(w)}
= {; ∈ aE | (g ◦ ;)(e) ∈ w}
= (gE)−1({;′ ∈ bE | ;′(e) ∈ w})
= (gE)−1((e)b(w))
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(2) a(g−1(w)) = {s ∈ Qa | s ⊆ g−1(w)}
= {s ∈ Qa | g[s] ⊆ w}
= {s ∈ Qa | (Qg)s ⊆ w}
= {s ∈ Qa | (Qg)s ∈ Qw}
= (Qg)−1bw
(3) pa (g−1(w)) = { ∈ D(a)|(g−1(w))  p} = { ∈ D(a)|((Dg))(w)  p} = (Dg)−1pbw. 
7.1. Syntax and semantics
Let T be a PKPF. We deﬁne the ingredients of T in the obvious way: Ing(Id ) = {Id }; Ing(A) =
{A, Id }; Ing(U × V ) = {U × V } ∪ Ing(U) ∪ Ing(V ), and similarly for U + V ; Ing(SE) = {SE} ∪
Ing(S); Ing(QS) = {QS} ∪ Ing(S); and Ing(DS) = {DS} ∪ Ing(S).
We construct a language L(T ) as follows. We take trueS : S for each ingredient S , and we have
conjunction and negation on each S as well. (We believe that it is necessary to have negation for
the results of this section.) If for some set A, the associated constant functor A ∈ Ing(T ), then each
element a ∈ A is a formula of sort A. (This is basically the same thing as taking the singletons from
A.) Further, if SE ∈ Ing(T ) for some set E, ϕ : S and e ∈ E, then (e)ϕ : SE . IfQS ∈ Ing(T ) and ϕ : S ,
thenϕ : QS . (Note that this operator does not come with subscripts.) Finally, in a similar fashion
to what we had for the measurable spaces, ifDS ∈ Ing(T ), then for each real number p ∈ [0, 1] and
ϕ : S we have pϕ : DS .
An important property of the syntax is that for all sorts S , the set LS of formulas of sort S is the
closure under the boolean operations of true, ∧, and ¬ of a set of formulas that is easily speciﬁed
in terms of LS ′ for some other ingredient S ′ (or perhaps two ingredients, in the case when S is a
product or coproduct).
The semantics of the language is given in Fig. 3.
General discussion of the changes.Most of the rest of the results from earlier in the paper go through
with onlyminor changes, dropping theword “measurable” and anything having to dowith themea-
surable space structure. The main differences are in Lemma 5.1 and the Truth Lemma 6.1.
Here is how the results from earlier in the paper adapt to the category of sets. Lemma 4.1 is the
same, except that we add induction steps for the formulas (e)ϕ and for the formulasϕ. In all cases
the property from Lemma 7.1 does the work. We also need to add an easy step for negation. Lemma
Fig. 3. The semantics of L(T ) in our work on Set.
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4.5 is the same. Part 1 of Lemma 4.6 is the same, and part 2 does not apply. For ϕ : S , we deﬁne ϕ̂
as before, adding these clauses: ¬̂ϕ = S(Id ∗) \ ϕ̂, (̂e)ϕ = (e)(̂ϕ), and ̂ϕ = (̂ϕ).
We shall discuss Lemma 5.1 below, since it is where all the changes happen. The Truth Lemma
6.1 requires a trivial induction step for negation. None of the rest of the results in Section 6 mention
measures, so they go through automatically.
7.2. Maps between canonical spaces
As in Section 4.2, we shall need some maps between various of our spaces of the form S∗.
Obviously, measurability plays no role in the results of this section.
Lemma 7.2. Let SE ∈ Ing(T ). There is a function < : (SE)∗ → (S∗)E such that
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , < ◦ dc
SE
= (dcS)E.
(2) For ϕ : S , <−1((e)|ϕ|) = |(e) ϕ|.
Proof. Let f ∈ SE(X ) = (SX )E . We deﬁne < by
<(dc
SE
(f)) = dcS ◦ f. (7.1)
We must make sure that this is well-deﬁned. This boils down to the following assertion:
dc
SE
(f) = dc′
SE
(f ′) iff for all e ∈ E, dcS(f(e)) = dc
′
S (f
′(e)).
In both directions, we use induction on the overall language. Going left-to-right, note that for
ϕ : S we have for all e ∈ E that ϕ ∈ dcS(f(e)) iff (e)ϕ ∈ dcSE (f) iff (e)ϕ ∈ dc
′
SE
(f ′) iff ϕ ∈ dc′S (f ′(e)).
The rest of the induction steps are for the boolean connectives of sort S; these steps are easy. The
right-to-left direction is similar. The main point is that the formulas of sort SE are the boolean
closure of the formulas (e)ϕ for ϕ : S .
Then
(< ◦ dc
SE
)(f) = dcS ◦ f
= (dcS)E(f)
This completes part 1 of this lemma.
For part 2,
<−1((e)|ϕ|) = {s ∈ (SE)∗ | <(s) ∈ (e)|ϕ|}
= {s ∈ (SE)∗ | <(s)(e) ∈ |ϕ|}
= {s ∈ (SE)∗ | (e)ϕ ∈ s} see below
= |(e)ϕ|
Here is our justiﬁcation for the marked line. Let f be such that dc
SE
(f) = s. Then <(s)(e) =
dcS(f(e)). Then (e)ϕ ∈ s = dcSE (f) iff ϕ ∈ dcS(f(e)) iff dcS(f(e)) ∈ |ϕ| iff <(s)(e) ∈ |ϕ|. 
Lemma 7.3. Let QS ∈ Ing(T ). There is a function = : (QS)∗ → Q(S∗) such that
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , = ◦ dcQS = QdcS .
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(2) For ϕ : S , =−1(Q(|ϕ|)) = |ϕ|.
Proof. Let s ∈ (QS)∗. We set
=(s) =
⋂
s∈|ϕ|
|ϕ|. (7.2)
We must check that the intersection above is a ﬁnite subset of S∗ and that for all coalgebras
c : X → TX , = ◦ dcQS = QdcS . For all of this, let Y ∈ QS(X ) be such that s = dcQS(Y). Y is ﬁnite, so
list it as {y1, . . . , yn}. We claim that
{dcS(y1), . . . , dcS(yn)} =
⋂
s∈|ϕ|
|ϕ|. (7.3)
To see this, let yi ∈ Y . Let ϕ be such that s ∈ |ϕ|. Then Y ∈ [[ϕ]]QS . So yi ∈ [[ϕ]]S . Thus
dcS(yi) ∈ |ϕ|. Since ϕ is arbitrary, dcS(yi) belongs to the right side of (7.3). In the other direc-
tion, suppose that z ∈ S∗ is such that z belongs to |ϕ| whenever s ∈ |ϕ|. We claim that z =
dcS(yi) for some i. For if not, then for each i there is some  i : S such that  i ∈ z and ¬ i ∈
dcS(yi). Then Y ∈ [[(¬ 1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬ n)]]QS . Since s = dcQS(Y), we see that s contains (¬ 1 ∨· · · ∨ ¬ n). But then by the deﬁnition of z, z ∈ |¬ 1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬ n|. This contradicts the fact that
 i ∈ z for all i.
So at this point, we know (7.3). This veriﬁes that the deﬁnition of =(s) in (7.2) is a ﬁnite
subset of S∗. It also follows from (7.2) and (7.3) that for the coalgebra c and the element Y
in our discussion above, =(dcQS(Y)) = Q(dcS(Y)). But the deﬁnition of the function = was inde-
pendent of the coalgebra that we used to study it. And so we conclude that for all coalgebras
c, = ◦ dcQS = QdcS .
We next consider part 7.5 of this lemma. The proof is by induction on sentences of sortQS . The
main work is for sentences of the form ϕ, with ϕ : S . We calculate:
=−1Q(|ϕ|) = {s ∈ (QS)∗ | =(s) ⊆ |ϕ|}
= {s ∈ (QS)∗ | ϕ ∈ s} see below
= |ϕ|.
Here is the argument for the indicated point. By (7.2), ifϕ ∈ s, then =(s) ⊆ |ϕ|. The other case is
when ¬ϕ ∈ s. Let c : X → TX be a coalgebra, and let Y = {y1, . . . , yn} ∈ QS(X ) be such that s =
dcQS(Y ). Let i be such that¬ϕ ∈ dcS(yi). That is, dcS(yi) /∈ |ϕ|. ByEq (7.3) above, =(s) = {dcS(yj) | j  n}.
At least one element of this set, dcS(yi), does not belong to |ϕ|. So =(s) !⊆ |ϕ|. 
Lemma 7.4. Let DS ∈ Ing(T ). There is a function ? : (DS)∗ → D(S∗) such that
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , ? ◦ dcDS = DdcS .
(2) For ϕ : S , ?−1(p (|ϕ|)) = |p ϕ|.
Proof. Let s ∈ (DS)∗. For a moment, ﬁx X , c, and  ∈ DSX such that s = dcDS().We deﬁne
?(s) = (DdcS)(). (7.4)
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We claim that for each s ∈ (DS)∗ and y ∈ S∗,
?(s)(y) = max{p | for all ϕ ∈ y , pϕ ∈ s}. (7.5)
Let q be the value on the right side of (7.5), and let q′ = (DdcS)(y) = ((dcS)−1y) be the value on
the left. Let w = (dcS)−1(y) ∩ Supp(). Note that q′ = (w). For any ϕ ∈ y we have t ∈ [[ϕ]]cS for all
t ∈ w. So ([[ϕ]]cS)  (w) = q′. This implies that  ∈ [[q
′
ϕ]]cDS , that is, q
′
ϕ ∈ dcDS() = s. Thus
q = max{p | ∀ϕ ∈ y ,pϕ ∈ s}  q′.
Recall that Supp() is a ﬁnite set. Let  be a formula which holds of all elements of w but of
no elements of Supp() \ w. (In more detail: if w = ∅, then let  = ¬true. If Supp() ⊆ w, then
let  = true. Otherwise, let t ∈ w. For each u /∈ w, t and u have different descriptions. So for each
u ∈ Supp() \ w we may ﬁnd  u such that t ∈ [[ u]]cS and u ∈ [[¬ u]]cS . Let  be the conjunction of
the ﬁnite set of  u for u ∈ Supp() \ w. Note that all points in w have the same description, so they
all satisfy  .) Now [[ ]]cS is the disjoint union of w and [[ ]]cS \ Supp(). The second set here has
-measure 0. Using (3.1) we get:
max{p |p ∈ s} = max{p | ∈ [[p ]]cDS} = ([[ ]]cS) = (w).
It follows that
q′ = (w) = max{p |p ∈ s}  q.
So at this point we know that equation (7.5) holds. This means that the deﬁnition in (7.4) is
independent of the choice of X , c, and . Turning things around, we see that for all coalgebras
c : X → TX , and all  ∈ DSX , (? ◦ dcDS)() = DdcS(). Since  is arbitrary, point 1 in our lemma
holds.
To establish point 2 , we ﬁrst need to prove the following fact:
For all s ∈ (DS)∗ and ϕ : S , ?(s)|ϕ|  p if and only if pϕ ∈ s. For this,
?(s)|ϕ| =∑y∈|ϕ| ?(x)(y)
=∑ϕ∈y ((dcS)−1(y))
= (∪ϕ∈y(dcS)−1(y)) the sets (dcS)−1(y) are disjoint
for different values of y
= ([[ϕ]]cS).
The last line is explained by the following equivalences: t ∈⋃ϕ∈y(dcS)−1(y) iff there exists y such
that ϕ ∈ y and t ∈ (dcS)−1(y); this holds iff ϕ ∈ dcS(T ) iff t ∈ [[ϕ]]cS .
Thus ?(s)|ϕ|  p iff ([[ϕ]]cS)  p iff  ∈ [[pϕ]]cDS iff pϕ ∈ dcDS() = s.
We now check point 2 of this lemma:
?−1(p |ϕ|) = {s ∈ (DS)∗ | ?(s) ∈ p |ϕ|}
= {s ∈ (DS)∗ | ?(s)|ϕ|  p}
= {s ∈ (DS)∗ | pϕ ∈ s} by the observation above
= |pϕ|
This completes the proof. 
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Lemma 7.5. There is a family of maps rS : S∗ → S(Id ∗) indexed by the ingredients of T such that the
following hold:
(1) For all coalgebras c : X → TX , rS ◦ dcS = SdcId.
(2) For all ϕ : S , r−1S (̂ϕ) = |ϕ|.
Proof. By induction on ingredients S of T. The base cases and the induction steps for products, and
coproducts are the same as in Lemma 5.1.
We treat in detail the induction step for functorsQS . Let rQS beQrS ◦ =. Then for part 1 we have
that
rQS ◦ dcQS = QrS ◦ = ◦ dcQS = QrS ◦QdcS = Q(rS ◦ dcS) = QSdcId.
For part 2 we have:
r−1QS(̂ϕ) = r−1QS(Q(̂ϕ))
= =−1(QrS)−1(Qϕ̂) by def. of rQS
= =−1(Q(r−1S ϕ̂)) by Lemma 7.1= =−1(Q(|ϕ|)) by induction hypothesis
= |ϕ| by Lemma 7.3
Technically, part 2 is an induction on formulas of sort QS . The steps above constitute the base
case of the induction. The steps for negation and conjunction are immediate from the observation
that inverse images of functions preserve complements and intersections.
In a similar manner, we deﬁne rSE by rSE = rES ◦ < and rDS by rDS = (DrS) ◦ ?. 
8. Applications and future work
In writing on this topic, we faced the choice of whether to present the logical systems in concrete
or abstract forms.We chose to be concrete; we can only hope thatmore readers would approve rath-
er than disapprove of our choice. This means that we did not make all of the connections between
our work and existing work in coalgebraic modal logic. The main notion which we left out was that
of a predicate lifting. This is an abstraction of what we called an operation on sets in Section 7. The
connection between predicate liftings and coalgebraic modal logic was ﬁrst indicated by Jacobs [3]
and studied by him and others in several papers. We know that our logical systems may also be
deﬁned in terms of predicate liftings. Moving to a more abstract setting might illuminate things,
and it might facilitate other work on logical representations of ﬁnal coalgebras. (At the same time,
moving to a more abstract setting should not make any of the measure-theoretic arguments easier.)
We conclude with a short discussion of some applications of the existence of ﬁnal coalgebras on
Meas. First, consider the transition probability functions studied in Desharnais et al. [9]. These are
essentially the coalgebras of . In addition, the labelled Markov processes in the same paper are
also essentially coalgebras of the subprobability measure functor S(X ) = (X + 1). Our main re-
sult, Theorem 6.4, implies that there are ﬁnal coalgebras for all of these functors. More importantly,
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when someone next proposes a new extension of these notions, our results will already imply the
existence of the ﬁnal coalgebra for the new notion (provided, of course, that it may be expressed as
a measure polynomial functor).
Wemight also note that in our work, the restriction to analytic spaces is not needed. To be sure, if
a measure polynomial functor T has the property that all constant ingredients are analytic spaces,
then the ﬁnal coalgebra of T will again be analytic. This is a corollary to the proof of our result;
under our hypotheses, it is easy to check that the spaces S∗ are countably generated (use pϕ for
rational p) and separate the points.
Further, one may take a look at the functors considered in [23]. The authors there consider some
functors in the class of functors on Set containing the identity, constant functors, and closed under
products, coproducts, powerset, Dω and constant exponents. DωX represents here the set of all
probability distributions with ﬁnite or countable support.
If one replaces the power set functor with the ﬁnite power set functor Q, and also Dω with the
functorD of discrete probabilitymeasures, then the resulting class is what we called the PKPF func-
tors. We showed that every PKPF functor T has a ﬁnal coalgebra, and we have a representation of
the ﬁnal coalgebra in terms of satisﬁed theories in L(T ). If one wants to work with the countable
power set functor and to Dω, it would be necessary to add countable conjunctions to L(T ).
In the ﬁrst part of the paper, we considered the category Meas. Hence we could not include the
power set functor, or any measure-theoretic analog of SE . It’s worth noting that there is no natural
way of taking exponents inMeas (see [24]), so this explains our omission. Of course, if the exponent
were ﬁnite, one can get the desired coalgebras using products, and a bit more of work along these
lines should extend the results to (countable) inﬁnite products of measurable spaces.
Theorem 6.4 yields ﬁnal coalgebras for the functors which build deterministic automata
((Id + 1)A) , Markov chains (), reactive systems ((+ 1)A), generative systems ((A× Id )+ 1),
and stratiﬁed systems (+ (A× Id )+ 1). A here denotes a ﬁnite set.
There are still open questions, some of which are under investigation. Are the languages L(T )
presented here are strong enough to characterize bisimulations for all measure polynomial functors
T , despite the fact that these might not preserve weak pullbacks? We would be interested in other
ﬁnality results that can be proved using either the method of this paper or that of Viglizzo [12]. Con-
cerning the logical languages used in this paper, are there logical systems for L(T ) (or extensions
with negation) that capture the natural notions of validity?
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